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The Middle Eastern culture has man 'characteristics.

Culture is the way of life,«frf how people act, how they

dress, and what they eat. HUS-H can be the religion of a

certain group of people^ j.ike» Judaism or Christianity

I!So, the Islamic cities and"Mosques, the way the people

dress, and the food that they eat, affect their culture.

*heirTood and diet/areiboth important to the Middle

Eastern Culture. For instance, one of the main dnnlSXvasj
\^J»-v^

mint tea. Etos, ithey would use palm and/or coconuts for

of the main spices that they usedtheir sugar.

were cardamom, cumin, turmerics which all were usually

available at the local bazaars. LastLthe Muslims would



fast, in honor of Allah. Their food and diets are still so
•* \t to their culture. \ *v" ,^"1 *

s\e Islamic cities and(Mosques are also very

important to the Middle Eastern culture ibr a lot of reasons.

ii!̂ r1bnr. First, their markets were called

bazaars, you could buy food, clothing, and other household

items. -Etas, {hey started coming up with cures for sickness,

<-• 7 7 1otherwise known as remedies. /Also, invented city ideas
V-*^-

from early civili/£tionsjhg§£f hey would go to Mecca to

- - -- ̂ ^-.
perfonn/ab|utiojHi to cleanse themselves before prayer. Str

Islamic cities ana Mdsques are so important

to the Middle Eastern culture.

The wav the Muslims dress really affects the Middle

Eastern culture, Thev would wear robe l ike dresses called

caftans. Caftans come down to their wrists and ankles to

prrotect them from getting sunburrifand they would also
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wear them to keep from appealing the opposite gender,

the way people dress really affects their culture,
hAS

The Middle Eastern cul ture have a lot of

characteristics that all contribute to their culture.ScfJfood

and diet, Islamic cities and mosques, and the way Musslims

dress all affect their culture.
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Biodiversity

The world without biodiversity-it's inconceivable! Biodiversity is the variety of plants,

animals and other living organisms on Earth. Three types of biodiversity are species, ecological

and genetic biodiversity. Agriculture (farming), human health and business's all thrive from

biodiversity. Oceans and rain forests are areas where large biodiversity occurs.

Agriculture, human health and industry need biodiversity to thrive. With the loss of

animal and plant varietie in the rain forest, people are losing many kinds of ingredients to

medicine that could cure many different diseases like cancer and AIDS. Cancers like childhood

leukemia and breast cancer are two common cancers. The rain forest has more than 3,000

plants that help fight cancer cells! 70% of the plants are located in most rain forests. With the

loss of the variety of plants and animals species would rapidly develop new diseases, due to the

fact that its easy for diseases to spread through out species as opposed to a variety.

Biodiversity plays a big role in the life of everyone and everything. Industry and business are

making a lot of money from people scuba diving, glass bottom boat rides, and whale watching

cruises. It is showing us the underwater world, with a variety of fish and plants, we usually don't

get to see. So without a diverse variety of ocean life people would not want to pay to view

underwater life.

Biodiversity is the variety of plants and animals on earth. Agriculture, human health,

industry and business all benefit greatly from biodiversity. Biodiversity is important to our

existence and without it we would die, because there would not be a big variety of food.
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Because there is only one Earth, it is necessary that we are aware of the effects of

biodiversity. Biodiversity, or biological diversity, means the variability of all organisms.

This includes their genes and ecosystems. In Canada, there are over 71,000 species of

plants and animals, Pennsylvania has about twenty-five thousand different species. In

1990, a new primate, the black-faced lion tamarin, was found. Also, a new whale, the

pygmy beaked whale, was found in 1991. It is essential that these species are protected.

As biodiversity changes, the areas of human health, industry or business, and agriculture

will change too.

Have you ever wondered why biodiversity is so important? To human health, it is

important we maintain good biodiversity. In nutrition, ninety percent of calories we

consume are from eight different plant species like wheat or rice. In medicine, doctors

use hirudin, a substance in leech saliva, to dissolve dangerous blood clots. In

Madagascar, a part of the rosy periwinkle called vincristine, is used to treat childhood

leukemia. Researchers are looking how seals, whales, and penguins can help people with

lung disease and stroke or heart problems. People need oxygen to breath, but to have

oxygen we need plants to perform photosynthesis. Biodiversity supplies us with

drinkable water, clean air to breath and rich, fertile soil. No matter the size, industry and

businesses all rely on biodiversity. People have jobs dealing with medicine or food like

fanning. Our forests and fisheries are in crisis, which could take jobs from people. Jobs

dealing with clothing rely on biodiversity because fibers like wool, corne from sheep. If

something would happen to the sheep population, the clothing industry would be in crisis.

Biodiversity is the basis of agriculture. We need organisms like worms to enrich the soil

for crops to grow. Also for crops to grow, we need insects like bees to pollinate them.



Farming can affect the micro-organisms and worms that play a critical role to the fertility

of the soil.

Biodiversity, or the variety of species, is a necessity to life. We need biodiversity

for our health, business and our farms. For our health, we need it for nutrition and

medicine. It supplies people with jobs. And it helps our crops grow. It is vital we take

care of the environment and become more aware of the importance of the variety of

species. Without biodiversity, our lives would be very different today.
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Have you ever wondered why il only snows in the winter? Or why the sky is blue? All
over the world, people have questions like these. The best way to answer them is to use a
scientific method. Scientific methods are tools that help everyone to solve problems in a
logical format. Also, they are easy-to-follow processes for doing research. To end,
scientific methods are helpful in every aspect of life and are essential in solving daily
problems, as well as major phenomena.

In ancient times, cavemen discovered fire. They observed their surroundings, tested
their thoughts, and were able to create a source of light and warmth that would benefit
everyone who lived after their time. Throughout the years, scientists followed this
pattern to solve problems and called it a scientific method. The ancient Greeks used gods
and goddesses to explain the world around them. During the 1600s, Francesco Redi, an
Italian physicist, disagreed with a common idea and used a scientific method to prove the
idea false. Since then, scientists have used his same formula to solve their problems.
Thus, scientific methods were created.

There are many different forms of scientific methods to follow, however there is no
specific form you have to follow. First, make observations, in other words, make
statements about a topic and its characteristics. Next, come up with questions or
problems about the topic. After that, it is important to research the topic so you have a
better understanding of it, before making a hypothesis, or an educated guess. Following
that step, create an experiment or procedure that will test your hypothesis. At the end of
the experiment, analyze the results and draw conclusions about them. For more accurate
results, repeat the experiment, or perform trials. Finally, share the data gained from your
experiment with the scientific community by writing papers about your experiment. As
you can see, there are many possible combinations of scientific methods, but they all
have the same goal.

As a result of many questions about the world, scientific methods have become
extremely important. They help people to come up with recipes, fix broken or non-
functioning items, and create science experiments. In crime scenes, a scientific method
could determine what really happened. Without scientific methods, il would be very
difficult to prove conflicting viewpoints wrong, and to sort out fact from fiction. Also,
scientific methods help save and prolong human life, treat diseases, and come up with
new technology and inventions. Perhaps the most important reason for using scientific
methods is to make scientific breakthroughs. In conclusion, scientific methods have
many different purposes and are used every day.

Scientific methods are used daily and are helpful in solving all problems. Though they
were created long ago, scientific methods are still useful in life today. Over all those
years, scientists created various steps for scientific methods. We know so much more
about the world because of these methods. For instance, scientists are using a scientific
method to work on finding a cure for AIDS. Finally, scientific methods help us to
understand the world around us and discover new things about our world. Now that you
have more knowledge about scientific methods, go out into the world and make some
observations.
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Middle Eastern Culture

Middle Eastern Culture is unique in many ways. Culture, if you did not already knowjs a
V '- - 'T"1

way of life. Some examples of a country's culture are religion, traditions, food and educatiqn;/L,,, .
'*%,¥•*'- /""'/t^kv /_-«*-' ''''*'

Muslim history religion, societyeducation, food, arid dress are important to Middle Eastern jj^ie

p -V

Culture.

Islamic history and religion plays a part in the Muslim society. The Koran (or spelled

Qur'an}, is the Islamic book of sacred writings and teachings. It helps set the guidelines for

Muslim law and religion. Whiteikfhen the Islamic empire was founded, most Muslims were

living in the Sasssnian Empire. But, going back to the Koran, they also had the Five Pillars of ^

Islam. 1. They only believed in one god who was called Allah. 2. Muslims are to pray five times a

day, facing east toward Allah's holy place at Mecca, 3- Allah wanted you to give to the poor. 4.

Allah wanted you to take a hajjto Mecca sometime in your life. 5. During Ramadan you do not

eat during the day. Besides Islamic history and religion, the Muslim society is very different than

ours.

The Muslim society is interesting in many ways. Family life is not very different. Men ;

dealt with the relations between the family and the outside world. Also married couples were £&:*f
- V^X>

expected to have children. Next, Islamic law covers both business and trade. The Koran also says •'!,,,

to have tolerance between Muslims and non-Muslims, which now results with them living side v

by side with Christians and Jews. Going more in depth, the food, education and dress is -y-5

different.

Islamic food, education and dress are a big part in Middle Eastern culture, Math, ' j <-. ^ 1(L

science, medicine, astronomy and art were popular subjects. They also adopted and established ^S! *

the decimal system and the concept of zero. Allah forbade Muslims to eat pork or drink alcohol, iV.

A popular drink was mint tea, and a popular staple food was dates. For dress women should
iH — I E *•

cover their head, arms and iegslm some places they even have to wear veils. Food, education \d dress are very important to the culture.

As you can see, Middle Eastern Culture is unique in many ways. The food, education,

dress, religion, history and society are very different than ours. They believe in a god called

Allah. Women have to wear veils in some places. They adopted the decimal system and have

the 5 Pillars of Islam. That is how Middle Eastern Culture is unique.
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Did you know there are only 10,000 to 15,000 Galapagos Tortoises left in the

wild? But they are not the only ones being lost, many animals are endangered, some

even more than the tortoises. The bright orange Golden Lion Tamarin is an endangered

species of monkey. The shy critters only live in the Amazon Rain Forest. From the

ocean to the forest, everywhere you look, there is some type of biodiversity. Biodiversity

is the range of variation found among microorganisms, plants, fungi, and animals. Also,

the richness of species of living organisms is an example of biodiversity. For short, it is

the variation of life on Earth. But the biodiversity of earth is slowly declining from human

activity. But if we lose biodiversity we lose so many jobs, such as logging, construction,

and even some agricultural jobs. Biodiversity also helps us in agriculture, business/

industry, and even human health.

One of our basic needs is the need to eat. Without biodiversity the food supply

will go way, way down. You probably will end up not eating altogether. Hence

biodiversity is important to agriculture in many ways, From the species we hunt for, fish

for, and gather to the ones we grow, such as corn, trout,and white tailed deer,

Biodiversity is included in agriculture, or aquaculture, and in pretty much everything that

has to do with it. Insects, birds, and bats, serve as pollinators. Also, parasites and

predators act as natural pest controls and various organisms recycle organic materials

and maintaining soil productivity.That takes us right into business and industry.of coarse

an example is agriculture, but there is also construction, logging, and even in your

office, biodiversity is used. If you do not believe this, take a look at how your home is

built. Shelves, tables, and even pencils are made of trees which is part of biodiversity,

(when they were standing tall in the forest not holding things or sitting on your desk.)



Timber and other forest products are used in building, while things like wool and cotton

can be made into things and sold. Also many plants are used in medicine. Penicillin is

made from a fungus. Here is a very interesting fact for you. Researchers are looking at

how seals, whales, and penguins use oxygen for deep water dives for clues on how to

treat people who suffer strokes, shock and lung disease. Pretty amazing right?

Agriculture, business/industry, and human health depend on biodiversity to

function. If the variety of life on Earth continues to decline at the rate it is now, (about

1,000 times faster than normal), we might slowly start to lose different medicines,

foods, and probably even some building materials. Ready for a fact that will slap you

across the face? A recent decline of honeybee populations may result in a loss of

pollination services for fruit crops and flowers. You know what that means, we may start

losing a lot of our food supply. Think about that and also what we can do to help stop

the rapid decline of biodiversity. What will you do?
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Middle Eastern Culture

Middle Eastern culture is very unique. It is different than the way most Americans

live. Culture is the lifestyle for a certain group of people. In this case, the group would

be the people of the Middle East. There are three main aspects of their way of life. The

religion, food, and society are the most important pieces of the Middle Eastern culture.

The most common religion found in the Middle East is Islam. Muslims, the people

who practice Islam, worship their god, Allah. Allah made the Five Pillars of Islam, and

the most important rule included on the pillars is to only worship Allah. To honor their

god, the Muslims pray many times a day, and they usually do not make animal

sacrifices. If they can make the hajj (trip to Mecca, the Muslim's holy place), then

Muslims are expected to pray there. Muslims learn about the history of their people, the
Wt~+ A fn

history of their religion, and what Allah wants them to do by reading the Koran. Muslims

have many religious guidelines, and some limit the food they eat.

The climate, resources, and religion in the Middle East affect what people eat.

Mint leaves and lemons are grown there, so mint and lemon tea are popular drinks.

Because sugar is copious, a variety of candy and cookies are commonly made. Muslims
^ li/ty nof?

are not allowed to eat pork or drink alcohol. Allah only wants them to eat halal, which is

clean or correctly butchered food. These foods are the most generally eaten, but one

society could eat differently than other societies.

The Middle East consists of many societies. The Muslims are taught to be kind,



'exceptirj|, and to try not to do wrong to their neighbors and families. In these societies
•*•——-
men are the ones who entertain guests when they come to visit. Women are to take

care of the home and children. Muslim children are believed to be gifts from Allah. Every

gender and age has a position in society, and they must fulfill those expectations.

&f ifl

Middle Eastern culture has lasted till today, but it developed many years B.C..
A

People still believe in and use the same traditions as the ones used a long time ago.

The Islam religion is very sacred to the people in the Middle East. Their food and society

are other important pieces of their culture. Together these three parts help to build the

Middle Eastern culture.


